We describe 2 improvements to ChineseEnglish PropBank predicate-argument structure alignment. Taking advantage of the recently expanded PropBank English nominal and adjective predicate annotation (Bonial et al., 2014) , we performed predicateargument alignments between both verb and nominal/adjective predicates in Chinese and English. Using our alignment system, this increased the number of aligned predicateargument structures by 24.5% on the parallel Xinhua News corpus. We also improved the PropBank alignment system using expectation-maximization (EM) techniques. By collecting Chinese-English predicate-topredicate and argument type-to-argument type alignment probabilities and iteratively improving the alignment output using these probabilities on a large unannotated parallel corpora, we improved the predicate alignment performance by 1 F point when using all automatic SRL and word alignment inputs.
Introduction
With the growing interest in building semanticallydriven machine translation (MT) systems/evaluation metrics (Carpuat and Wu, 2007; Wu and Fung, 2009b; Wu and Fung, 2009a; Lo and Wu, 2011; Lo et al., 2013; Ma, 2014) , the need for a comprehensive and high performing semantic alignment system has become more pressing. While there are finer grained representations such as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) and Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013) et al., 2005) semantic representation has been popular in the MT community partly because of the availability of large quantity of annotated data in multiple languages, enabling the development of accurate automatic semantic role labeling systems. While the argument types defined in PropBank were intended to be self-contained and independent of the predicate or language, as Fung et al. (2007) , Choi et al. (2009) , and our previous work (Wu and Palmer, 2011) have demonstrated, assuming alignment between arguments of the same type is insufficient. Table 1 shows the alignment distribution of the core argument types between Chinese and English. While ARG0 and ARG1 alignments are relatively deterministic, alignment involving ARG2-5 and adjunct argument types (not shown) are much more varied. Part of this alignment variety is caused by differences in argument annotation guidelines between English and Chinese, but another part is caused by verb predicates being nominalized in the translation. Our previous work tried to address the first issue by using aligned words in the argument span (instead of the argument type) to align argu-ments between English and Chinese. But since we had only considered alignments between verb predicates and their arguments, around 27% of the time, verb predicates are aligned somewhat awkwardly. Another issue we had encountered is, since we solely relied on word alignment input, the approach is not very reliable for aligning short arguments (since a single word alignment error can become critical).
In this work, we attempt to address both of these issues. With the recently expanded PropBank English nominal and adjective predicate annotation (Bonial et al., 2014) , we are now able to perform predicate-argument alignments between both verb and nominal/adjective predicates in Chinese and English. With our alignment system, this increased the number of aligned predicate-argument structures by 24.5% on the parallel Xinhua News corpus and allowed more semantically similar predicates to be aligned, regardless of the syntactic form of the predicates. We also propose an extension to our predicate-argument alignment system by factoring in predicate-to-predicate and argument type-toargument type alignment probabilities when making alignment decisions. Combined with expectationmaximization (EM) techniques that iteratively refines these probabilities, we achieved an 1 F1 point predicate alignment performance improvement using all automatic (SRL and word alignment) inputs. More over, even though the alignment probabilities were generated from automatic system inputs, in some instances, we were able to improve alignment performances using gold SRL inputs.
Related Work
Resnik (2004) was one of the earlier works proposing semantic similarity (with a looser definition of semantically similar/equivalent phrases) using triangulation between parallel corpora. This was extended later by Madnani et al. (2008a; 2008b) ). Mareček (2009) proposed aligning tectogrammatical trees, where only content (autosemantic) words are nodes, in a parallel English/Czech corpus to improve overall word alignment and thereby improve machine translation. Padó and Lapata (2005; 2006) used word alignment and syntax based argument similarity to project English FrameNet semantic roles to German. Fung et al. (2007) demonstrated that there is poor semantic parallelism between Chinese-English bilingual sentences.
Their technique for improving Chinese-English predicate-argument mapping (ARG Chinese,i → ARG English,j ) consists of matching predicates with a bilingual lexicon, computing cosine-similarity (based on lexical translation) of (only) core arguments and tuning on an unannotated parallel corpus. Choi et al. (2009) showed how to enhance Chinese-English verb alignments by exploring predicate-argument structure alignment using parallel PropBanks. The system, using GIZA++ word alignment, deduced alternate verb alignments that showed improvement over pure GIZA++ alignment. Wu and Fung (2009b) was one of the first to use parallel semantic roles to improve MT system output. Given the outputs from Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) , a machine translation decoder, they reordered the translations based on the best predicateargument alignment. The resulting system showed a 0.5 point BLEU score improvement even though the BLEU metric often discounts improvement in semantic consistency of MT output. To address this issue, Lo and Wu (2011) proposed MEANT, a predicate-argument structure alignment based machine translation evaluation system that better correlates with human MT judgment. Lo et al. (2013) later showed that tuning an MT system against this metric produced more robust translations. Similar ideas on semantically coherent MT have been explored by Ma (2014) , where the system attempts to fuse multiple MT translations using predicateargument alignment metrics, though the results did not show improvement with the BLEU metric.
More recently, Banarescu et al. (2013) have proposed Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) as an alternative/intermediary representation for MT that may improve the semantic coherency of the output. While the project have only recently gained more traction, an AMR-based MT would likely require aligning AMR concepts between the 2 translation languages. Since AMR is based to a large degree on PropBank SRL, improving SRL alignment should transfer accordingly to improvements in AMR alignments as well.
Aligning PropBank Predicate-Arguments
Given a parallel sentence pair, we attempt to find the corresponding PropBank predicate-argument alignments between the sentences as illustrated by figure 1.
Baseline approach
We first describe our baseline predicate-argument alignment approach (Wu and Palmer, 2011) : argument alignments are based on the proportion of aligned words between them, predicate-argument structure alignments are based on the alignment quality of their arguments. We assume there can be a many-to-many argument alignment but only a one-to-one predicate-argument structure alignment between the 2 languages. Formally, we denote a i,c and a j,e as arguments in Chinese and English respectively, A I,c and A J,e as a set of mapped Chinese and English arguments respectively, W i,c as the words in argument a i,c , and map e (a i,c ) = W i,e as the word alignment function that takes the source argument and produces a set of words in the target language sentence. We define precision as the fraction of aligned target words in the mapped argument set:
and recall as the fraction of source words in the mapped argument set:
We then choose the A I,c that optimizes the F1-score of P c and R c :
Finally, to constrain both the source and target argument sets, we optimize:
To measure similarity between a single pair of source, target arguments, we define:
While our work has demonstrated that this approach can produce better predicate alignments than word alignment alone, it can also become confused when there are multiple predicates in a sentence that have shared words in their argument spans, especially when faced with word alignment errors. Figure 2 shows one such example: because the automatic word aligner erroneously aligned both 自 筹/self-provide and 建设/construct to build (shown with dotted lines), as well as missed the correct word alignments of 自 筹 to Using its own, 自 筹 is instead aligned to build, since they share more aligned words amongst the arguments. However, since the Chinese predicate 建 设/construct often aligns to build, and ARG1 in Chinese frequently maps to ARG1 in English but rarely maps to ARGM-MNR, an alignment framework that considers these likelihood can potentially correct these types of misalignment.
Building a alignment probability model
To enhance our baseline approach, we first collect alignment probabilities between a Chinese predicate and its argument types and a English predicate and its argument types. Specifically, we are interested in the following: p(pred j,e |pred i,c ) : given a Chinese predicate in the mapping, the probability of an English predicate p(a l,e |a k,c , pred i,c , pred j,e ) : given an aligned Chinese & English predicate pair and the Chinese argument type, the probability of an English argument type
In addition to producing a better alignment output, these 2 probabilities (along with probabilities in the English-to-Chinese alignment direction) may also be used to compute the semantic similarity of a pair of parallel sentences. 
Predicate-to-predicate mapping probability
There are over 20,000 Chinese predicates and over 10,000 English predicates (in OntoNotes 5.0 PropBank frame files). Even on a large corpora, f req map (pred i,c , pred j,e ) will be low or zero for many predicate pairs when producing a probability estimate.
We chose the Simple Good-Turing smoothing method (Gale, 1995) to smooth the seen mapping frequency counts and estimate the total unseen mapping probability j∈f reqmap(pred i,c ,pred j,e )=0 p(pred j,e |pred i,c ).
Argument-to-argument mapping probability
Since f req map (pred j,e |pred i,c ) is sparse, f req map (a l,e |pred i,c , pred j,e , a k,c ) will also be sparse. We address this using absolute discounting (Chen and Goodman, 1996) to smooth p(a l,e |a k,c , pred i,c , pred j,e ) = max(f req(a l,e |a k,c , pred i,e , pred j,e ) − d, 0) l f req(a l,e |a k,c , pred i,c , pred j,e ) + (1 − λ) · p backof f (a l,e ) with a few different back-off probability distributions:
(a) p(a l,e |a k,c , pred i,c ): given the Chinese predicate and argument type, the probability of an English argument type (b) p(a l,e |a k,c , pred j,e ): given the English predicate and Chinese argument type, the probability of an English argument type (c) p(a l,e |a k,c ): given the Chinese argument type, the probability of an English argument type (a) and (b) can be further smoothed using (c), while (c) can be computed directly from the frequency count over a large corpus since there are less than 30 argument types for either Chinese or English. To choose between (a) and (b) as the back-off probability distribution, we compute the cosine similarity between (a), (c) and (b), (c) and choose the smaller of the 2 (i.e., choose the more specific distribution that's less similar (more informative) to the base distribution).
Probabilistic alignment
With the probability model described previously, we attempted to improve predicate-argument alignment by integrating the model with the alignment algorithm. Because the model is computed using automatic system output, we wanted to ensure the alignment algorithm does not overly rely on it. Therefore we modify equation 5 to:
where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and
so that the expected value of w(a k ), E(w(a k )) = 1. If P kl > 1 or R kl > 1, we change P kl = 1, R kl = 1. We also update equation 3 to take into account predicate-to-predicate mapping likelihood:
We choose α and β (through grid-search) to maximize the sum of the alignment score of all the predicate-argument pairs in the corpus. This is analogous to the maximization step of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. In our case, the expectation step is computing the predicate/argument alignment probabilities.
Experiment

Setup
We used a portion of OntoNotes Release 5.0 1 (with additional nominal/adjective predicates) that has 1 LDC2013T19 Chinese-English word alignment annotation 2 as the basis for evaluating semantic alignment. This composes around 2000 Xinhua News and 3000 broadcast conversation (CCTV and Phoenix) sentence pairs. Merging the 2 resources result in parallel sentences with gold Treebank, gold PropBank, and gold word alignment annotations, which we dub the triple-gold corpus.
To generate reference predicate-argument alignments, we ran the alignment system with a cutoff threshold of F c,e < 0.4 (i.e., alignments with Fscore below 0.4 are discarded) using all gold annotations. We selected a small random sample of the Xinhua output and found the output to have both high precision and recall, with only occasional discrepancies caused by possible word alignment errors (and was no worse than inter-annotator disagreements). For predicate-argument alignments using automatic word alignment input, we chose a cutoff threshold of F c,e < 0.2.
We trained our Chinese SRL system (Wu and Palmer, 2015) with Berkeley Parser output on Chinese PropBank 1.0 (all Xinhua News, excluding files in the triple-gold corpus). We trained our English SRL system (same architecture as the Chinese SRL system) with Berkley parser output on OntoNotes Release 5.0 (excluding files in the triple-gold corpus) and BOLT phase 1 data (which also includes nominal annotation). We use the Berkeley aligner trained on a 1.6M sentence parallel corpora collected from a variety of sources 3 . These same corpora were also used to build our probabilistic alignment model.
Alignment with Nominal/Adjective Predicates
We evaluated the impact of alignment with the addition of non-verb predicates on Xinhua News, as the broadcast conversation sections lack Chinese nominal annotations. In table 3, we restrict alignments to between only verb predicates, verb predicates with the addition of Chinese nominal predicates, and The results show that the addition of nominal and adjective predicates for both English and Chinese increased the overall number of aligned Chinese and English predicate-argument structures by 24.5%. While a large portion of the additional alignments are of the non-verb to non-verb types, the availability of the non-verb predicates also allowed some previously unaligned verb predicates to align to non-verb predicates. This increased the total number of aligned Chinese verb predicates by 4.0% and aligned English verb predicates by 2.4%. Also, some verb predicates that were previously forced to align to another verb predicate have now found a more semantically similar non-verb predicate (evident by the decreased overall number of verb-toverb alignments).
Alignment Probability Model
We produced the alignment probability model using the 1.6M sentence pair corpus, The EM algorithm converged after 2-3 iterations, as the alignments did not vary wildly with different α and β values (optimal α = 0.15, β = 0.1). In general, the choice of β had a smaller impact on the overall mapping score of the corpus than α.
The results, detailed in table 3, show that using automatic SRL and word alignment, the probability model improved semantic alignment by about 1 F point on both Xinhua News (includes non-verb predicates) and broadcast conversation (verb predicates only for Chinese) sections. These improvements were found to be statistically significant 4 Table 3 : Predicate-argument mapping improvements using the probability model Figure 3 : Corrected alignment using the probability model drop between the 2 SRL outputs. Still, the probability model was able to generate statistically significant improvements to argument alignments when using automatic SRL inputs, albeit with a smaller margin.
These argument results are not too surprising given the alignment system need to deal with many sources of error, from errors introduced by the automatic Chinese SRL, English SRL and word alignment systems to incompatibilities between English and Chinese frame files, as well as confusions arising from implicit arguments. Along with the lack of improvement in predicate alignment performance when the probability alignment model uses gold word alignment input, the results indicate that a higher-performing PropBank alignment system need to address automatic SRL errors.
Conclusion
We described 2 improvements to Chinese-English PropBank alignments. The first takes advantage of expanded English nominal/adjective predicate annotation to produce a more comprehensive PropBank alignment between Chinese and English, increasing the number of aligned Chinese and English predicate-argument structures by 24.5%. The second utilizes predicate-argument alignment probabilities extracted from a large unannotated parallel corpus to both improve predicate-argument alignment performance and provide a probability model that can be used to evaluate/improve semantically-driven machine translation.
Given that the probability model, built using all automatic system output, provides smaller improvements to (or even degrades) the system when either gold standard SRL or word alignment is used, it still has room for improvement. One such possible improvement would be to build a probability model predicated on verb classes/clusters. This could address the sparse alignment frequency count issue from the many possible Chinese-English predicateargument pairings. For English, we can use the existing VerbNet class resource and train an automatic system for polysemous verbs. For Chinese, however, we would need to either induce verb classes through mapping (Wu et al., 2010) , or via an automatic verb clustering method.
While we have achieved good predicate-argument alignment performance, specific argument alignment performance still lags behind. One reason is that while we can induce correct predicate-argument mapping from the argument mapping pairs, even when the predicates themselves are misaligned, for argument alignment, our system currently does not attempt to directly correct argument labels from automatic SRL output. Therefore, any SRL labeling error in the automatic SRL system output (made worse by having 2 languages) is propagated through the alignment system. A jointinference/joint-learning framework between semantic alignment, SRL (including joint inference of Chinese and English SRL as proposed by Zhuang and Zong (2010) ), and word alignment could potentially address the shortcomings in our current implementation.
